NFS to a standalone server.

mfsd.
if client A opens a file
and client B deletes it

Linux Unix

rules against file gets deleted

L
(school)

- severe stress in simple

- burnout syndrome

why so stressed
(We) NFS is not DFS (distributed)

Observation

NFS is not DFS

Is server handles a lot of traffic

Is server manages a lot
(4) *The number of steps*

Solve for steps
Message passing

is it like tap-in?
No base conditions x
No direct memory

Price 2

Process

Communicate

Process
number \rightarrow\text{geometric figures}

\text{rectangular}\text{area (park, doors)}\text{ sends (park, door)}

\text{msg\ process} \rightarrow 2\ codes \rightarrow\text{sends}
Dist system

pop \rightarrow\) \rightarrow \text{msgs can be sent to it, or read from it.}
A black, sky. 

The earth paused 

A phrase doxx a necessary by 

immediacy, 

nonbelieving 

Long, when done sound "rhymn" 

Saw (part, dot).